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T
he climate change agenda is 
one of the two top priorities 
of Obama’s administration, 
along with the reform of the 
health system. On June 26th 
2009, the House of Represent-
atives passed, by a margin 
of 219 to 212, the American 

Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 (ACES), au-
thored by Henry Waxman (from California) and 
Edward Markey (from Massachusetts). The bill is 
a comprehensive energy legislation that presents a 
cap and trade scheme regulating US Green House 
Gas (GHG) emissions, and a set of federal measures 
that aims at transforming the US traditional fossil 
fuel-based economy into a cleaner economy, based 
on renewable energy and low carbon alternatives. 
If passed by the Senate, the bill would intent to re-
duce US GHG emissions by 17% in 2020 and 80% 
in 2050 under 2005 levels, along with a 2 degrees / 
450 ppm GHG concentration global objective. 
This brief provides an overview of the 1,428-page bill 
mechanisms and its implications at the national and 

international levels. It highlights the key uncertain-
ties surrounding its institutional adoption and opera-
tional implementation. It also emphasizes its main 
differences with the European approach on cap and 
trade, the EU Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS), 
as well as examines its international implications on 
carbon markets and negotiations.

From bill to law: a process 
paved with uncertainties

a window of opportunity for regulating 
emissions at the federal level
In 2001, the USA stepped back from the Kyoto 
Protocol paving the way for several years of fed-
eral inaction on climate change, limited to energy 
efficiency initiatives and research and develop-
ment in clean technologies. However, states, local 
government, cities developed their own mitigation 
programs, endorsing emission reduction goals, 
fostering local standards or developing regional 
cap and trade systems. 
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 carbon capture and storage: From demonstration to deployment. obstacles and bilateral solutions

At the congressional level, climate change 
reached the top of the Congress agenda with 
the democrat majority in 2006. Since 2007, the 
Senate has authored around ten bills aiming at 
regulating GHG emissions1, but none of them 
managed to become a law. The latest attempt 
under Bush administration, the Lieberman Warner 
Climate Security bill, presenting an emission 
trading scheme, passed the influential Senate 
Committee on Environment and Public Work but 
failed to pass the full floor in June 2008.
The access of Obama to the Presidency and the 
economic crisis creates a window of opportunity 
for the adoption of a bill. Within weeks in the 
office, its administration committed to bringing 
back US emissions by 2020 to 1990 levels, on the 
road to a 80% decrease by 2050, and passed three 
measures to this regard: 

In February 2009, the American Recovery and  m
Reinvestment Act (ARRA), the $787 billion 
stimulus to the economy, dedicated $92 billions 
to renewable energy, energy efficiency and water 
and waste management.
In May 2009, Obama announced a New Energy  m
Efficiency Standard for cars, that will curb 
energy consumed per miles, aiming to reach 
35,5 mpg2 by 2016 versus 25 mpg today. 
A Renewable Portfolio Standard is under  m
consideration, potentially mandating 25% of 
power generation from renewable by 2025.

The next step for a consistent climate change policy 
would be the adoption by the Congress of the 
American Clean Energy and Security Act, which 
includes those measures into a comprehensive 
package of initiatives towards the 80% GHG 
reduction objective. 

a challenging political environment 
next legislative step, in senate 
In order for a bill to become law, it has to be voted 
by both chambers, the House of Representatives 
and the Senate. The bill has been adopted by the 
House of Representative in June, and is now in 
the Senate, which has drafted a comparable bill 
called the American Clean Leadership Act (ACLA). 
It has passed the Senate committee on Energy and 
Natural Resources and should be completed with 

1. climate security act, low carbon economy act, climate stewardship 
and Innovation act, Global warming reduction act, electric utility cap-
and-trade act, clean air planning act, clean air/ climate change act of 
2007, clean power act

2. Miles per gallon

a “cap and trade scheme” proposal, developed by 
Senator Barbara Boxer from California, initially 
scheduled for the 28th of September but recently 
postponed.
For the Waxman-Markey bill to pass the 
Senate—60 votes out of 100—, it will have to be 
“reconciled” with the Senate’s ACLA, which will 
mean new changes and amendments. The joint 
legislation will then be sent to both chambers for 
a final vote before being sent to the President for 
signing into law. 
Before Congress’ summer recess, the context 
seemed to be highly favorable for the adoption of 
the bill. The new “pro-climate” President benefited 
from a strong public support and created a 
window of opportunity for the adoption of the bill 
by the House of Representatives. However, recent 
domestic and international constraints put high 
uncertainties on the timing and outcome of the 
process in the Senate.

a law before copenhagen? 
Initially planned by the end of September, the 
likelihood of action of full Senate floor this 
year seems to diminish every passing day. 
The controversial Health Care bill, other top 
priority of Obama’s administration, is currently 
delaying the climate agenda. If health care 
debates go on, the climate and energy bill could 
be further delayed by 2010 congressional mid-
term elections. 
The controversies around the health bill could 
also weaken Obama’ political ability to pass the 
climate bill, as there is no domestic consensus on 
climate even among the democrat majority. The 
bill has been adopted by the House, but by a narrow 
majority (219 to 212). Democrats in the Senate 
have a smaller majority, more parliamentary 
obstacles, and the bill just lost a strong supporter 
following Senator Ted Kennedy’s death, former 
chairman of the powerful Agriculture, Nutrition 
and Forestry committee. 
As a result, the Senate could decide to adopt a 
less controversial energy-only bill by the end of 
the year, with renewable portfolio standards, and 
postpone GHG regulations to the second half of 
2010.

energy protection agency versus congress? 
The administration has the option to 
regulate greenhouse gases without Congress 
involvement, through the Energy Protection 
Agency. In 2007, in the ‘Massachusetts vs EPA’ 

IddrI
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3 ruling, the Supreme Court stated that the 
EPA had the authority to regard CO2 and other 
GHG as pollutants under the Clean Air Act. 
In 2009, the EPA formally declared CO2 and 
five other heat-trapping gases to be pollutants 
that endanger public health and welfare, 
setting in motion a process that could lead to 
the regulation of the gases from vehicles and 
potentially from stationary facilities around the 
US. This approach could ultimately be used by 

3. In 2003, the EPA issued two determinations saying that 
it lacked authority under the Clean Air Act to regulate GHG 
and that even if it did have such authority, it would decline 
to exercise it. Following this decision, Massachusetts and a 
consortium of states, cities and environmental organisations 
petitioned the Supreme Court to rule on two issues: Does the 
Clean Air Act of 1990 authorizes the EPA to regulate CO2 as a 
pollutant? And if so, did the EPA justifiably refuse to exercise 
that authority? 
In April 2007, the court ruled that the EPA had the authority 
to regard CO2 and GHG as pollutants and that it must explain 
why it did not or could not do so. It hence created pressure 
on the EPA to regulate GHG, and put further pressure on the 
Congress.

Obama’s administration, to minimize political 
compromises and deliver a stringent legislation 
before Copenhagen. However, the head of the 
EPA Liza Jackson announced in September that 
it would only do so as a last resort.
The chosen option will depend on US strategy 
on the road to Copenhagen.

Us and eU schemes: two 
different interpretations of a 
cap and trade scheme
Overview of the Us bill
The bill seeks to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
via a “cap and trade” scheme for the largest emit-
ters responsible of 85% of US emissions, and an 
approach with stringent standards, such as in the 
Clean Air Act, for the smaller emitters (inferior to 
25,000 tons per year).
The proceeds from allowances (title III) will fi-
nance the mechanisms through which the legis-
lator aims at promoting a clean economy, such 

Figure 1 Key mechanisms of waxman-markey

source: IddrI calculations based on epa figures and acesa bill provisions. relative proportions between domestic reduction and offsets are indicative (maximum levels of 
offsets). the real compliance portfolio will depend on market signals, technology and offset availability. 
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InternatIonal
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InternatIonal
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supplemental reductIons provIsIon In developpInG countrIes

cap
86%

(title iii)

non cap
14%

Including energy efficiency standards on stationary sources 
(<25,000 t per year) (title ii)

title i: development of clean energy, through renewable energy 
standards, ccs programs, research centers

title ii: energy efficiency standards for buildings, lighting and 
appliances, transportation

title iV: transition to a low-carbon economy with support to con-
sumers and domestic and international adaptation

up to 1 bt per year (title iii), including agriculture and forestry 
offsets (title V)

up to 1,5 bt, including redd (title iii)

reed projects in developing countries in title III (6bt by 2025, around 
750 mt per year) discount factors of international offsets
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as clean energy development (title I), energy ef-
ficiency measures (title II) and the transition to a 
low carbon economy (title IV), protecting exposed 
industries, consumers and workers. 
The establishment of new federal climate change 
standards in buildings, lighting for instance, will 
complete the shift to a clean economy.

Key differences between eU ets and 
the Us cap and trade scheme 
the perimeter
The EU ETS4 is restricted to direct downstream 
emissions of CO2 in electricity production and 
industries (about 50% of the European CO2 emis-
sions), excluding transport. The sources covered 
in the US ETS would encompass both upstream 
and downstream sources, emitting more than 
25,000 tons per year of carbon dioxide equivalent. 
The bill will initially apply to electric utilities, fuel 
refineries, and certain industries, up to covering 
86% of US GHG emissions in 2016. It covers the 
seven main GHG. 

table 1 covered sources under the Us emission trading 
scheme

Upstream midstream downstream

Fuel producers and 
importers (for trans-

portation)
Fluorinated gas pro-
ducers and importers

local distribution 
companies

electricity
sequestration sites
Industrial stationary 

sources
Industrial fossil fuel 
combustion devices

It was therefore crucial for the US to set a com-
prehensive set of measures (role of Title I and 
II) to ease emissions reductions in the caped sec-
tors, especially for those where the transition will 
not only rely on market-based incentives such as 
transportation or buildings. The majority of mea-
sures detailed in the other titles of the bill will in 
reality ease to reach the cap. 

the trajectory 
The comparability of the EU and US efforts is a 
challenging issue. Their long-term commitment is 
comparable, around 80% reduction by 2050 com-
pared to 1990 levels. But the mid-term objective to 
achieve this long-term goal differs due to different 
choices in reference years. The US would commit 
to reduce by 17% its emissions in 2020 from 2005 
levels, while the EU “Climate Package” refers to a 

4. eu-ets: eu emission trading scheme

reduction of 20% under 1990 levels, with the op-
tion to extend it to 30% in case of an international 
agreement in Copenhagen. Between 1990 and 
2005, the EU reduced its carbon dioxide emissions 
of 3,5% to meet its obligations under the Kyoto 
Protocol, while US emissions increased of 13% in 
the same period5. The US 2020 objective would 
then be a 6% reduction to 1990 levels of emis-
sions, compared to a 20% reduction in Europe. 
But is this comparison relevant? Other factors 
should be considered before assessing the respec-
tive level of efforts. 

First, a comparison should take into account the  m
split between effective domestic reductions and 
international offsets in the reduction effort,
Secondly, mid term objectives have to be part of a  m
consistent strategy for long-term emission reduc-
tions. The mid term absolute value commitment 
is less crucial than a short term allocation of res-
sources (investments) to create the necessary shift 
to a clean economy.

allocations’ distribution 
Auctions versus free allocation. In the first phases  m
of the EU ETS system, allowances were mainly dis-
tributed freely to most of the covered entities, creat-
ing ‘windfall profits’. The next phase of the EU ETS 
plans to move to auctions: 100% for power pro-
ducers starting in 2013 and progressive increase in 
auctioning for the other sectors, to phase out free 
allocation by 20206. Despite Obama’s dream of a 
system based on full auctioning, only 17% of al-
lowances will be auctioned at the beginning of the 
scheme, and the proceeds will be used to finance 
low-income consumers programs to mitigate cost 
impacts. The remaining allowances will be distrib-
uted for free to States, federal agencies and other 
private or public entities with conditions on their 
use. A smaller declining amount is distributed 
without restrictions to emitters and energy inten-
sive businesses. As the cap is reduced and distri-
bution formula changes, the amount of allowances 
auctioned increases (70% of allocations by 2030) 
and the distribution changes over time. 
Beneficiaries of allocations. In the phase I and II  m

5. the increase of us emissions since 1990 of 1,2% per year is mainly due 
to a faster economic growth than in the euro zone. the average economic 
growth on the period, +3,2% per year, “only” generated a 1,2% increase in 
energy consumption, due to energy efficiency measures (+1,4% per year 
versus 0,9% in europe). In the same period, the eu growth has been of 
only 1,5% and energy consumption grew of 0,2%.

6. excepted possible exemption to tackle competitiveness issues 
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of the EU ETS, allowances were allocated to lia-
ble parties, in proportion to their historical emis-
sions and reduction targets. The “Energy and Cli-
mate Package” only provides indication for the 
use of auction proceeds for phase III. The US sys-
tem creates a totally different market dynamic 
through the mode of allowances allocation. There 
is a disconnection between the allocation receiv-
ers and the regulated emitting entities, and ear-
mark revenues to serve four objectives:  
m Transition assistance to industry: Only 20% 
of allowances will be allocated freely to liable 
parties, energy intensive entities, oil refineries, 
coal-fired electricity generators, as an assistance 
to reduce the impact of the scheme of those 
trade exposed industry (gradually phased out 
in 2035).     
m Consumer protection: 40% of allowances will be 
distributed freely to electricity, natural gas, heat-
ing oil companies, with the obligation to limit the 
price impact of the scheme on the consumer, and 
15% auctioned to fund state-assistance programs 
to low-income households.    
m Transition to a clean economy: 15% of allow-
ances will be distributed to state governments, 
auto manufacturers and carbon capture and 
storage sites to support the development of 
clean technologies and energy efficiency pro-
grams.      
m Adaptation and international technology trans-
fers: 5% of the proceeds of allowances will be 
dedicated to reduce deforestation (REDD) pro-

grams in developing countries that could cre-
ate supplemental reduction of GHG, and 2% to 
finance technology transfers and adaptation to 
least developed countries. 

industry support to prevent carbon leakage
In phase I and II, the EU system provided in-
direct support to industry through free alloca-
tion of allowances to energy intensive sectors. 
The commission is currently elaborating bench-
marks for free allocation to industry in phase 
III and a methodology to assess the sectors that 
may be exposed to carbon leakage and envisage 
free allocation to those sector as a remedy. Be-
yond free allocation allowances to trade exposed 
sectors and low-income consumers support, the 
US bill foresees controversial border adjust-
ments measures.
The “international emission allowances provi-
sion”, targeting mainly China and India, would 
require the President to apply a tariff on the car-
bon content of imported products from eligible 
countries by 2025, to address the “competitive 
unbalances” created by the bill. Least Developed 
Countries, responsible for less than 0,5% of 
GHG emissions, or countries with comparable 
commitments of GHG reduction will be exempt-
ed from the tariff. 

cost containment measures and price control 
mechanisms
In both schemes, to smooth price peaks, unlimited 

Figure 2 share of free allocation and auctioning and use of allowances by 2050

allowances: free allocation versus auctions

suplemental reductions (redd) 

auctions 

allocation to trade-exposed industry (oil 
refineries, coal merchants) 

allocation for consumer protection (states 
and electricity distribution utilities)

allocation for domestic and international 
adaptation (state agencies, mulitlateral 
institutions, ldcs)

allocation for clean energy development 
programs (states, automanufacturers, ccs 
pilot projects)
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banking7 and borrowing8 under certain conditions 
are allowed. Price control mechanisms are limited 
in the EU ETS to the possibility to release addi-
tional volumes from anticipated auctions and 25% 
of the new entrant reserves in case of sustained 
prices exceeding historical averages beyond 6 con-
secutive months. The US bill also relies on a simi-
lar price buffer by establishing a strategic reserve 
of allowances that will be available for auctions if 
auction price exceeds 160% of their three years av-
erage. This reserve will be filled by allowances of 
future years. The use of auction proceeds will go to 
a Strategic Reserve Fund to purchase international 
offsets credits from REDD.
There is no cap on prices in both systems, leaving 
the option for a potential merger of the two trad-
ing schemes in the future. A potential price collar 
is however currently debated in the Senate. There 
is no price floor in the EU ETS, whereas the US 
bill establishes a floor price of 10$/t for carbon al-
lowances auctions, rising at 5% plus inflation each 
year. 

Use of offsets
The bill allows a very large potential inflow of 
offsets in the scheme for compliance: 2Gt/year, di-
vided equally between domestic and international 
offsets. A discount rate of 25% will apply on inter-
national offsets starting in 2018. In comparison, 

7. banking: holding allowances of a vintage year for use in future years

8. borrowing: using allowances as much as five years in advance of their 
vintage year.  Interest equal to 0.08%*n where n is the number of years of 
retention. Interest cap: 15%.

the EU ETS allows the use of CERs9 and ERUs10 up 
to only 50% of the reduction task, i.e. around 1.7 
Gt over 2008 to 2020 (around 140 Mt per year). 
In the US, in case domestic offsets do not provide 
sufficient emission reductions (threshold estab-
lished at 0,9 Mt), an additional amount of 500 Mt 
of international offsets will be allowed. 
The 2020 objective could theoretically be met by 
offsets only. Depending on price signals, emitting 
entities could also decide to bank allowances at 
the beginning of the scheme and meet the 2030 
target with no domestic reduction of CO2 in 2030. 
Such amounts of offsets shed concerns on the re-
maining incentives to reduce emissions on the US 
territory which would stems from the difference 
between emissions, offsets and the established 
cap. 
The compliance mix—international offsets ver-
sus domestic reduction—will depend on offsets 
availability, current and anticipated carbon price 
signals and economic trade-off of actors. With no 
constraints on international offsets, the EPA an-
ticipates a carbon price between 16$/t and 19$/t in 
2020. With limited access to international offsets, 
the carbon price could peak to 30$/t in 2020.11

The availability of both domestic and internation-
al offsets is highly questionable especially in the 
mid-term: 

For domestic offsets, the EPA initially antici- m
pated an availability of 250 Mt offsets by 2012. 
However, in a last minute amendment to attract 
enough votes to pass the bill, the Congress au-
thorized the Department of Agriculture to de-
velop a parallel program for offsets from agri-
culture projects, with less stringent criteria. It is 
however highly unlikely that it would reach the 
threshold.
For international offsets, the US will have to  m
compete with EU demand for Clean Develop-
ment Mechanism (CDM) and new crediting 
mechanisms, and potentially other countries if 
an international agreement is signed in Copen-
hagen. The availability of this magnitude of in-
ternational credits is highly questionable given 
the restrictions established on CDM, new credit-
ing mechanisms and the timeframe for the lat-
ter to deliver credits (see part 3). 

9. cer: certified emissions reductions

10. eru: emissions reduction units

11. www.epa.gov/climatechange/economics/pdfs/hr2454_analysis.pdf

Figure 3 potential use of offsets in the emission to cap

source: waxman-markey, epa business as usual scenario
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Key international implications of the bill

impact on international negotiations
On the contrary to the recent EU “Climate Energy 
Package”, the US bill succeeds to earmark funding 
to support developing countries in line with the 
Bali roadmap, both for mitigation efforts (with a 
focus on clean technology and forestry) and ad-
aptation. By 2025, around $75 billion will be dedi-
cated to support developing countries programs, 
supposing carbon market prices at 15$/t.

Support for avoided deforestation (50 b$ by  m
2025 and 76 b$ by 2050), through supplemen-
tal reductions provided by REDD projects. The 
bill sets aside emission allowances12 for this pur-

12. 5% 2012-2025, 3% 2026-2030 and 2% 2031-2050

pose. The proceeds of allowances, managed by 
the EPA and USAID13, will be distributed under 
conditions to countries, private or public enti-
ties, or international funds to finance capacity 
building programs and help eligible developing 
countries to preserve existing forests carbon 
stocks, mainly tropical forests nations. Eligibil-
ity criteria include the existence of a bilateral or 
multilateral agreement with the US and a com-
mitment to a national baseline, and to a trajec-
tory to zero net deforestation in twenty years. 
The objective is to reach 720 Mt of GHG reduc-
tions in 2020 (10% of US 2005 emissions), and 
a cumulative amount of 6 bt by 2025 and sup-

13. usaId is the government agency providing us economic and humani-
tarian assistance worldwide 

title iii
redUcing glObal warming pOllUtiOn

cap and trade scheme for GhG and hFcs, covers 85% of us GhG by 2016
targets: -17% in 2020, -83% in 2050 compared with 2005 levels
offsets: up to 2 bt for domestic and international offsets per year

supplemental reductions from reduced deforestation projects in developing countries of 6bt by 2025
domestic agricultural and forestry-related offsets addressed in title v of the bill

allOwances

Free
to states, ccs developers, auto-manufacturers to 

finance clean technology programs

Free
to states, federal agencies and gas companies to 

finance energy efficiency programs 

Free and auctions
to emitters, electricity distribution companies and 

auctions to protect vulnerable industries and low-
income consumers

title i
deVelOpment OF clean energy

title ii
energy eFFiciency

title iV
transitiOn tO a lOw-carbOn ecOnOmy

combined efficiency and renewable energy 
standard (res)

6% of total electricity from renewable sources by 2012 
and 20% by 2020. states could meet up to 5% of the 
mandate with energy efficiency measures, rising to 

8% in certain circumstances

carbone capture and sequestration (ccs)
demonstration and early deployment standard

bonus allowance program for the first 60 Gt of co2 
sequestrated (bonus between 50$ and 90$/tons of 

co2 captured and sequestered*) 
stringent performance standards for new coal 

fired plants reducing by up to 65% co2 emissions 
allowances by 2020.

clean transportation
new standards for fuel efficiency

state energy and environment development account
Investment in technologies by 2025, including r&d 
support for electric vehicles through free allocation 

of allowances

smart grid infrastructure, transmission 
energy research centers 

standards for new buildings
reduction of 30% in energy use relative to the 
baseline at the implementation date, 50% in 

2014/2015, and 5% additional reduction every 3 
years up to 2029.

standards for lighting and appliances
80 lumens per watt by 2015 for outdoor luminaires 
and energy conservation standards for appliances

transportation efficiency 
efficiency standards: the epa would have to develop 

fuel standards for heavy and off road vehicles by 2010
state plans: states must submit transportation-

related GhG emissions reductions strategies 
such as public transportation systems, land use, 

infrastructure planning, to achieve reduction goals.

national energy efficiency goals 
to improve by 2,5% every year the overall energy 

productivity of the us until 2030.

promoting real reduction in the industrial sector
emission allowance rebate program for trade 

vulnerable sectors, to be phased down in 2035
International reserve allowance program: option 

to implement a tax on imports of carbon intensive 
products from countries with no mitigation system

green Jobs and workers transition
Funds and training for energy workers

consumer assistance
energy tax credits and energy refund programs for 

low-income consumers

exporting clean technology and adapting to climate 
change

domestic adaptation, national reforestation, tropical 
deforestation and international technology transfers. 

Figure 4 detailed overview of the bill

* For a generating unit achieving the capture and sequestration 85% or more of the co2 that otherwise would have been emitted, the bonus allowance value is of 90 $/t of 
co2 and proportionally decrease to achieve 50 $/t for a 50 percent rate.
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plemental reductions in subsequent years. In 
parallel to this program, credits from reduced 
deforestation will be eligible as international 
offsets; and used to replenish the “strategic re-
serve fund” in case of carbon price peaks.
International technology transfer (13 b$ by 2025,  m
50 b$ by 2050) Allocations14 are set aside to fi-
nance programs with developing countries, such 
as the deployment of CCS technologies, renew-
able energy generators, efficiency of electricity 
transmission, low carbon emissions technolo-
gies, capacity building in clean technologies.
International adaptation programs (13 b$ by  m
2025, 50 b$ by 2050) The same amount of set 
aside allowances will also finance adaptation 
programs in more vulnerable countries, in-
cluding impacts on water availability, agricul-
tural productivity, flood risks, coastal resources, 
through bilateral or multilateral funds.

impact on global carbon markets 
new crediting mechanisms
The US bill develops eligibility criteria for in-
ternational offsets that would impact the devel-
opment of new crediting mechanisms. While, 
contrary to the EU, it accepts forest credits from 
reduced deforestation programs, it restricts the 
use of some CDM and future crediting mecha-
nisms. Sectoral credits will be restricted in or-
der to “minimize the potential for leakage and 
encourage mitigation action” (Sec. 743 c.). The 
EPA will prepare a sectoral crediting list of de-
veloping countries with comparatively high 
GHG emissions or high levels of income, and of 
sectors that would be regulated under the US cap 
and trade scheme. Offsets from those countries 
will be accepted only if those countries commit 
to an absolute baseline of emissions more strin-
gent than a business as usual scenario, with the 
2 degrees and/or 450 ppm threshold, and estab-
lish stringent measuring, monitoring, reporting 
and verifying processes. 

14. 1% initially, scaling up to 4% of allocations by 2050

Option to link Us and eU cap and trade scheme
Allowance trading from nations with cap and trade 
schemes will be tradable on a 1:1 basis, providing 
that their program is run by a national or suprana-
tional government, impose a mandatory absolute 
tonnage limit on GHG or sectors as stringent as 
the US scheme, and enforce comparable monitor-
ing and compliance mechanisms.

conclusion 
If endorsed, the Waxman-Markey bill would reverse 
twelve years of federal inaction and embody the US 
climate change mitigation strategy position in future 
international negotiations. It takes several clear posi-
tions both internally—cost containment measures, 
trade measures, protection of vulnerable parties in 
particular—and internationally—on the role of off-
sets, on deforestation and on the way to actively par-
ticipate to the international support to developing 
nations’ actions. Should the bill be adopted, a high 
uncertainty remains around the ability of the US to 
meet its trajectory of GHG emission reduction, and 
the share of international offsets versus effective do-
mestic reductions in the compliance mix.
Our first analysis estimates that the reduction ef-
fort to 2020 could easily be achieved through ener-
gy efficiency measures, development of renewable 
energy and reasonable use of domestic and inter-
national offset. Post-2020, the slope of emission 
reduction is extremely steep and compliance will 
be dependant on international offsets availability. 
Reduction to meet 2030 target could come from 
the energy sector, but will require a profound shift 
of the energy mix of the US, and strong technolog-
ical bets, particularly around scale and timing of 
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) and nuclear de-
ployment. Further reductions post 2030 will have 
to come from transportation and will require mas-
sive early investments to provide consumers with 
alternatives in the long-term. Will the price signal 
send by the scheme be strong enough to change 
consumer behaviors and shape a clean energy 
economy? These key questions will be the subject 
of a future analysis from IDDRI. n


